
Experience unparalleled security with Automated Night Watch – 
the revolutionary machine learning kit engineered for precision 
and efficiency. Seamlessly integrated for your peace of mind 
day or night, its multi-imager technology swiftly detects motion, 
alerts the PTZ, and activates the white light illuminator to deter 
potential intruders. But it doesn’t end there. Immediate audio 
intervention with recorded or live messages played through a 
nearby loudspeaker may deter unauthorized individuals before 
the authorities need to be alerted. Take control with Automated 
Night Watch and step into the future of security.

AUTOMATED  
NIGHT WATCH
SURVEILLANCE
KITS
DETECTION AND  
DETERRENCE 

Intelligent Video 
Analytics (IVA) 
Pro Perimeter

Built-in artificial 
intelligence (AI)


starlight, IR  

with LED illuminator  
(up to 1804 ft)

Exceptional 
imaging  


Resists shocks, 
vibration, and 

corrosion

Robust design


Highest built 
quality and 

data security

Trusted



Retail parking lots Car dealerships Equipment storage Athletic fields Agricultural spaces

Corporate campuses College campuses Private aviation Construction sites Mobile surveillance

Typical applications:

n���Multi-imager equipped with deep neural network  
detectors gets the PTZ pointed in the right direction.

n���AI Intelligent Tracking provides high pixel density on  
the intended target while ignoring other object types.

n���White light illuminator allows the  
camera to see better, but, more  
importantly, lets the intruder know  
they’re being watched.

n���IP speaker adds a level of  
engagement and deterrence.

View sample 
video

https://bit.ly/3PolUwj
https://bit.ly/3PolUwj
https://bit.ly/3PolUwj
https://bit.ly/3PolUwj
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Lens

MIC-7602-Z30WR HD 1080p
(1920x1080)

1/2" CMOS 
sensor

30X  
6.6 - 198 mm 30 fps 1804 ft.

fps

HDR starlight IR w/LED illuminator

Lens

NDM-7702-AL HD 1080p
(1920x1080)

3.7 - 
7.7 mm 30 fps 90 ft.

fps

HDR IR

IVA Pro 
Perimeter

IVA Pro 
Perimeter

Image stabilization 
algorithm Sensor size

2MP 


4 x 3 MP

4MP AVF

Built-in Audio

Pole mount kit

KIT-ANW-POL

Corner mount kit

KIT-ANW-CNR

n���Hardware

n���Push notifications

n���Mounting brackets

n���Storage

n���Licensing

n���Pro Services

n���No server required

Each kit includes:
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